Flexible Offset & Digital Print Finishing

As an advanced hybrid solution based on the System 5000, the Dueto System incorporates a sophisticated Dynamic Sheet Feeder, up to three DC-10/60 Collators, DBM-500 Bookletmakers, and DBM-500T Trimmers. The system is the top solution to create a cost-effective and digital print finishing solution.

The key to unlocking the full potential of the System 5000 is the integration of the DSF-2000, a high-speed, high-reliability sheet feeder that can feed up to 10,000 sheets per hour. With its advanced features such as intelligent multi-bin feeding, customizable settings, and precision feeding, the DSF-2000 ensures smooth and efficient operation.

The System 5000 is equipped with a range of finishing options to cater to various requirements. The曹利ter DC-10/60 offers high-speed collating capabilities, while the DBM-500 Bookletmaker provides high-quality booklet production. The DBM-500T Trimmer ensures precise trimming with programmable memory settings and multiple trim modes.

With the System 5000, you can achieve professional finishing results with ease and efficiency. The system is designed to handle a variety of paper sizes and weights, making it suitable for both offset and digital print engines. Whether you're looking to streamline your finishing process or upgrade to a state-of-the-art solution, the Dueto System is the perfect choice.

For more information or to discuss your specific requirements, please contact Duplo USA Corporation at 3050 South Daimler Street, Santa Ana, CA 92705, (949) 752-8222, (800) 255-1933, or Fax (949) 851-3054. All products are trademarks of their respective companies. All rights reserved. No part of this document may be reproduced without permission of Duplo USA Corporation. For more information, visit www.duplo.com.
Experience the Ultimate Finishing Machine.

Introducing the most productive and technologically advanced collating and bookmaking solution in the industry... the System 5000 Bookkit. The world's first automatic, Duplo presents the first truly fully automatic finishing machine that ensures cutting edge technology and unmatched speed at high and unexpected speeds of up to 5,000 booklets and 10,000 collated sets per hour. The heavy-duty System 5000 demonstrates superior assembly, with its ability to feed up to 12 point cover and a variety of sheet sizes. Rapidly raised with a wide range of textures requirements, the System 5000 will turn any novice into a finishing expert.

**Superior Feeding System**

- The high-speed system feeds covers, expandable up to 60 bins, deliver superior performance while maintaining complete accuracy.
- Two individual, adjustable fans deliver the same amount of air and vacuum per bin.
- Vacuum belt feed system with 40 square inches of contact area for accurate and consistent feeding.
- Immediately and accurately detects double and misfeeds.

**Non-stop Productivity**

- Maximum production is achieved from the System 5000 bookletmaker the world’s fastest, easiest, most economical and accurate system available for turning printed material into quality finished documents.
- Fastest, easiest, most economical and accurate method available for turning printed material into finished products.
- The bookletmaker’s LCD touch panel automatically adjust in only 25 seconds.
- The bookletmaker’s LCD touch panel enables all functions of the trimmer to be controlled from this main unit.
- Double and misfeeds are diverted into a unique reject tray without stopping or interrupting production.
- Downtime is dramatically reduced as automatic, Duplo presents the first and only truly automatic bookletmaker.
- The bookletmaker’s main station, automatically adjusts all functions of the trimmer.

**Truly Automatic Finishing**

- The simple to use keypad, and LED display allows for effortless changeover.
- Easy changeover is achieved by diverting stapled or perfect-bound jobs to a separate catch-tray, while other jobs continue to pass through the trimmer onto the book kit.
- The bookletmaker’s main station, automatically adjusts all functions of the trimmer.
- The bookletmaker’s main station, automatically adjusts all functions of the trimmer.
- The bookletmaker’s main station, automatically adjusts all functions of the trimmer.
- The bookletmaker’s main station, automatically adjusts all functions of the trimmer.
- The bookletmaker’s main station, automatically adjusts all functions of the trimmer.

**A Sound Investment**

- Among the multitude of features that set the System 5000 above and beyond its competitors, the fully automatic System 5000 bookletmaker is exceptionally user-friendly, versatile, and includes a revolutionary offering that sets it apart from competitors.
- Dedicated to meet the high standards for machine language, the System 5000 bookletmaker will be developed to meet UP3i standardization, which is the fully automatic System 5000 bookletmaker.
- A state-of-the-art set accumulation system offers complete flexibility by accepting both single-line and dual-line sources.
- A state-of-the-art set accumulation system offers complete flexibility by accepting both set-in-set of the traditional offset market and sheet-to-sheet pre-collated output of digital printers.
- A state-of-the-art set accumulation system offers complete flexibility by accepting both set-in-set of the traditional offset market and sheet-to-sheet pre-collated output of digital printers.